Research Contributions over the Past 6 Years

Refereed contributions


_________. (2011) “Climate Change, Construction and Labour in Europe: A Study of the Contribution of Building Workers and their Unions to ‘Greening’ the Built Environment in Germany, the UK and Denmark” (50 pp.) Work in a Warming World (W3), York University. (This research paper was prepared as a component of the 5 year W3 SSHRC/CURA grant). http://www.workinawarmingworld.yorku.ca/


Non-refereed contributions


John R. Calvert


_____________. and David Fairey. (2008) The Effectiveness of Workplace Health and Safety Committees in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom. Vancouver: Worksafe BC. (This was a research study funded by Worksafe BC)
John R. Calvert


Forthcoming Contributions


_____________. "Building a Green Future: Climate Change and Canada’s Construction Sector” manuscript in preparation for book edited by Steve McBride of McMaster University based on W3 SSHRC funded research

Other Research Contributions


Jobs Workshop Vancouver: September 21


